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DEGREE LIST TO SET ,ALL· TIME RECORD
by Dick Hartigan

Xavier's lllth Commencement exercises this year· will
witness the largest graduating
class in the history of the institution as 300 students from
the Evanston Campus and the
Evening College receive diplomas in eight course degrees.
The ceremonies will mark the
first conferring of the degree of
Bachelor of Science in Physical
Education, since the institution of
the course ·at Xavier. Five students from the Evanston campus
will receive this diploma. Second
Lieuteriant commissions in the
Organized Reserve Corps of the
Field Artillery will- be conferred
upon two senior members of Xa-

vier's Reserve Officers Training
Corps Field Artillery unit.
Rev. Victor B. Nieporte, S.J.,
Dean of the Evening College,
Commencement Chairman, has
revealed that the traditional week
of pre-commencement activities
will open on Saturday, June 4.
June Reunion
The Xavier Alumni will be
host to the Senior class at their
annual June reunion. A program
of field events, featuring the annual Senior-Alumni b as e b a 11
game will begin at 3 p.m. after
which the Seniors will be feted
at supper -on the Fieldhouse Terrace. Mr. Wilson J. Sanders, '34,
and his committee are in charge
of arrangements.
On Sunday, June 5, at 6:15 p.m.,
Commencement S11eake1·
the graduates will convene in the · Msgr. Frcrlcrick Hochtwald

CLEFMEN'S_ CONCERT,
DANCE FRIDAY NIGHT
Mr. Bens To _Direct Xavier's Pennsylvanians
Until Wable Takes Over With Dance Melodies

Armory where they will don
their caps and gowns and proceed
to the East campus to the Shrine
of Our Lady of Victory for the
traditional reception into the
Alumni, the Senior Class Dedication, and the Dedication of the
Bells. At 7:30 p.m. the candlelight Baccalaureate exercises, initiated two years ago, will follow,
during which the Seniors will
choose the name of a Jesuit Saint
for their patron.
Baccalaureatc, June 5
The Baccalaureate address will
be delivered by the Rev. Victor
B. Nieporte, S.J. Mr. Franklin
Bens will direct the Clef Club in
a selection of hymns, and Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament
will be celebrated by the Very
Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, S.J. to

terminate the evening's ceremonies.
As an added feature, of the
graduation festivities this year the
University is sponsoring a "Know
Xavier Better" Day en Sunday,
June 5, from 1-10 p.m., when the
public will be invited to inspect
the grounds and buildings, and
acquaint themselves with Xavier.
Commencement Day
Commencement Day is Wednesday, June 8, for Xavier's graduates. The day. will begin with
Mass and Holy Communion for
the class and their parents at
8:30 a.m. in the Fieldhouse.
Breakfast for the Seniors and
their parents will be_ served in
the Armory following the Mass.
In the evening the Seniors for
(Continued on Page 8)
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Bunning Named Editor-in-Chief For 1949-50;
Dowd, Hartigan, Gallagher, Newbill Move Up
News Keeps Halloran, Keefe To Run Business,
Sports Departments; Link Publishes Staff List
Louis A. Bunning, Jr., 22-year-old Arts junior, will guide
the fortunes of the Xavier University News during the 194950 school year as the result of his appointment to the coveted
·editor-in-chief's post this week by the Very Reverend Celestin
J. Steiner S.J., president of the University. Currently serving

Judical Board
Recommends
30 Changes

If John Waddell and his Judinew faces assuming remaining cial Board have ther way, 30
top departmental positions. Tim- additions, deletions and rewordothy Dowd, Arts sophomore, will ings will be incorporated into
move up from his feature editor's Student Council's constitution
office to managing editor; Thomas before its final ratification next
Gallagher, Honors A.B. freshman, Monday. A two-thirds majority of
will become news editor; Richard the entire Student Council plus
warble, and harmonize the tunes of not so long ago until the The veteran Bunning will be Hartigan, Arts soph, will take the written assent of the council's
added feature of the evening,· a semi-formal, corsageless supported by a budding crop of over as copy-rewrite editor, and faculty representative and of the
dance, begins.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - F r e d Newbill, another Arts soph, university president will be required to effect final adoption of
named feature editor.
A portion of the concert pro- 'As I See It'·
gram has been released. It will
Jim Keefe, who was appointed the present constitution, which
feature the entire ensemble singsports editor last month, will has been undergoing a one year
ing such melodies as "Sit Down
Urllll!,
continue in that capacity, while test period.
Servant", and "Dry Bones", as
CJ
Jerry Halloran returns as busiIn company with Political Scifeatured by- Fred Waring's Glee
ness manager for his third straight ence professor Frank Peters and
Club. "The Riff Song" and the
year.
constitution-writer Dick Henkel,
"Whiffenpoof Song" will also be
Editor-in-Chief Bunning enters the board spent five hours last
offered.
By Dick Henkel
his prominent campus office well- week disputing and deciding on
, Four-Get-Me-Nots
A widening diversity of ac- Honors A. B. course for 20 fresh- armed with collegiate news know- their fool-proof edition of the
The concert will open with tivity that brought an en- men marked the beginning of a how. Since entering Xavier in Constitution.
"Men of Xavier", and will ter- couragmg
.
t'
f X a- new experiment in the academic February, 1947, after two years' After the smoke-filled-room
consoI'd
1 a ion o
minate with the inclusion of all
field, while the completion by Army service in the Pacific conferences, Waddell released
former Clef Club members in the vier's rising role in the na- seven seniors of the University's theatre, he has been the "right- the following statement for pubsinging of the "Xavier Chimes." tional and local, religious, physical education program of(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 8)
The "Four-Get-Me-Nots", who academic, social and athletic fered proof that the innovation of
have just finished several radio realm-such was Xavier;s 1948-49 such courses is progressively suc••
and television performances on existence best summarized as the cessful.
local stations, will also present News went to press for the last
Religious Consciousness
their "Strolling Through The time.
A growing consciousness of the
Park One· Day", and "I. Had A
Overlooking the scene from religious burden he must carry in
Dream, Dear".
afar to obtain proper generaliza- a predominantly non-religious
Dance Follows
tion, this writer found Xavier's world was mirrored by the XaImmediately following the con- academic front to be the exampfo vier student as he paraded
cert Verne Wable and his orches- that best reflected the thorough through the pages of the News.
tra
begin the dance music, consolidation that was expected The Traditionist-sponsored Rosand have arranged to include to characterize every college's re- ary Crusade took an early lead
..among their numbers of the eve- turn to post-war normalcy. The on other forces of prayer on
ning the popular novelty num- appearance of Dean Paul L. O' - campus, and while not successful
ber, "Annie's Cousin, Fannie". Connor, S.J., as the new guiding as it should have been, drew
The dance will continue until 1 hand of scholastic matters was a
(Continued on Page 8)
a.m.
major portent of events that folTickets for the concert and lowed.
LOCKERS CLOSING
dance can be secured from any
Curricular Discipline
Clef Club member, all of whom
Notice of removal was given
are wearing a blue clef to be
With the GI student rapidly this week to all students having
easily recognizable.
disappearing as the collegiate lockers in Albers Hall and the
Clef Club President Ed Diehl problem-child, a more rigorous Science Building by Miss Cathhas announced that an invitation curricular discipline was effected. erine Brown, director of the
is extended to every student to Trips to the registrar, student ad- bookstore.
attend the spring highlight.
visors, and even to the dean himLocks and keys must be reTickets for the concert alone self became common,, and proved turned during exam week, May
are priced at $1.00 per person; themselves to be advantageous to 28 to June 4, at the Bookstore.
Retlrinr Editor Dick Henkel and Associate Editor John Wadthe combined dance and concert most Victory Parkway knowledge At that time a refund of 75
dell, hand next year's editor, Louis A. Bunning, Jr., center, two
ticket is priced at $3.00 per seekers.
cents will be made.
implements of his new office.
-Photo by Keller
couple.
The launching of the rigorous

as the News' managing editor,
Bunning's appointment and that
of other staff members to new
editorial positions followed the
The Clef Club songsters will take off on their annual recommendation of Prof. Joseph
Spring Concert Friday evening, May 20, at 8:30 in the Hall of Link, Jr., faculty moderator, and
Mirrors under the direction of Mr. Franklin Bens, and will present staff editors.
Harmonizers Liber, Keefe, Vormohr, Hauser warm-up for
their Friday night concert appearance.
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Open House To The Talk Around Campus
Climax Know X
SO THEY SAY
By Fred Newbill
Better Month
Purpose of Tours To Tell • A Summary, lnchtding "What Ever Happened To ROT?,"
'
Queen City About Xavier And Something On Council

• • •

An open house-program for
the general public will be held
on campus Sunday, June 5, as a
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF........................................................................................ Rlchard E. Henkel, '49 t!limax of the four-week period
BUSINESS MANAGER........................................................................................ Jerry llalloran, •:;o of special events known as "Know
lllANAGING EDITOR ........ :................................................................... Louls A. Bunning, Jr., •r.o Xavier Better" month which was
Auoclate Edltor .......................................................................................................... John 'Vaddell, '49 initiated last Friday by the Very
Feature Edltor ............................................................................................................................ Tlm Dowd Rev. · Celestin J. Steiner, S.J.,
SPORTS EDITOR ........................................ t................................................................... Jlm Keefe, •:;1
president of Xavier.
Starr Correspondents ............ Art Ne)'o Jim O'Brien, Jim Bechtold, Charles Hogan, John
Cade, Al l\loser, John Conn.elly, William I'arsely, Dick Hartigan, Len Supple,
The purpose of the program is
Norman Nugent, William Lehman, James Schottlekotte, George Lampe, Thom"s
Gallagher, Jerry lllassa, George Resing, Joseph Stine, Fred Newbill, Walter Ves- to inform Cincinnatians about
ter, Audrey l\lcCafferty, f'rank Ritter, Jean Halloran, Harry l\laley, Pat Riley, Xavier's present development and
lllary Leah Nicholson, James Reynolds, Joan Gerke.
Sporta Starr ............ Jlm Keefe, Jude lliis, George Jutze, Jack Schroeder, Ray Sulllvan, long range plans. In the spotJim Rasfeld, Frank Sommcrkamp, Dan Richter,
light of attention at the open
Editorial Wrlters ........................................ R. Henkel, L. Bunning, J. Waddell. Tim Leahy,
Evening College Editor.............................................................................................. Larry Barker
Photographers .... Stan Keller, Emmett Ryan, Denis Cash, Pat Gleeson, Bob Sohlanser,
Cartoonl•t ........................................................................................................................................ Tom Gray
Business Starr ...............:.... Pat Klatte, Dan O'Donnell, Ralph llollmeyer, John Quinlan
Circulations lllanai::ers ........................................................ Gene Friedmann, Bob Schlldme)·er
Faculty Editorial Advlser.................................................... Rev. Victor C. Stechschulte, S.J,
FACULTY DIRECTOR ........................................................................: ........... Joseph Link, Jr., ':Ill
(The view• and opinions as expressed by various feature writers, columnist& and
ruest writers do not necessarily express the official.opinions of the Xavier Unlver•lty Administration, lllatters or official nature appearing In the "News" will be so
designated.)
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The Chief's Last W01·ds
ow to say farewell to "your" paper and "your" staff? and

H
how to trumpet in a successor with deserved gusto? how
to recount the ups and downs of a year that moved only from
week to week, from issue to issue?-none of the answers to
these questions comes easily to a retiring college _.editor. This
typewriter, that easily reached a staccato pace during the old
routine of "getting out for Thursday,'' slows to spasmodic
labor in tune with the sorry realization that this time the
''getting out" is just that-and for good.
Despite a tendency to over-personalize the entire process
of concluding Xavier's most recent contril;mtion to newspaper
journalism, this editor realizes now, more than ever before,
that the core of the privilege he has known during the past
year was the privilege of acting as the nominal head of one
of Xavier's largest, most active, and most productive student
groups.
Working intimately with many staff members-watching
them take difficult assignments or insignificant ones merely
because they were asked-was an honor. And only when this
last issue is at hand, when retrospect looms both pleasantly
and painfully necessary, does this editor fully realize that his
staff has been an ultimate sine qua non. It remains only for
him to hope that he has helped, that they have gained something, that they will advance in success, and that he will have
had at least a small part in their progress.
Though any praise must be collectively given, it is impo~sible to consider immediate associates on the News with
_fa>Ut overflowing. In the stepladder "chain of command" that
. . .··' any large group must use to attain success, the News associate
editors have been willing givers of time and ability which
..- ·'
channelled the collective effort toward its goal-journalistic
excellence in the presentation of a great University to the
reader.
As for Lou Bunning, whose unassuming presence has afforded a sturdy pillar on which .to lean in time of stress, the
sentiment is mingled. The greatest heralding statement to
his accession is this-he need be told nothing. No one on the
Xavier University campus today knows more about its newspaper than Lou/ does. Lou knows his job and what it takes to
get it done, but he'll give it just a little bit more than just
"what it takes."
·
There are too many angles from which to appraise the
college newspaper to state in a few words whether the 194849 XU News has been successful. The final evaluation will
probably come when the paper· on which it was printed has
c;o faded that only the words it has carried are remembered.
And for a final sentence-may the editor submit this: The
paper may fade, and the ink turn grey, and he will grey and
fade with them, but the memory of the days with the XU
News will sharpen as it follows.

The first thing to clean 'up in this final summary column
is, what ever happened to the Royal Order of Turtles? The
Order, as you may remember, was my answer to the outrageous situation whereby everybody with an interest in
philosophy, debate, science, or military merit has an organization, b u t we
tu rt le lovers
have absolutely nothing. We
were going to
form the club,
and
th en,

gl\wi in time fo• SepOOmbe..

;,~f.:~;,~~:~::k::: ::~:::: §Rn':f
1

ned a comprehensive program of
campus tours, press and radio
contact, and special mailings to
widen knowledge of Xavier's
post-war group.
The first of a series of campus tours was inaugurated last
Sunday when the Alumni of the
classes of 1909 through 1913 inspected present facilities .. Walter
M. Verkamp, a 1911 graduate, was
chairman for this group.
The campus committee for
these events include C. Glynn
Fraser, special assistant to the
president; Edward P. VonderHaar, director of Public Relations; Irvin F. Beumer, executive
secretary of the Alumni Association; Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, director ·of the Graduate Division;
Dr. Charles F. Wheeler, chairman
of the Department of English;
William E. Sauter, instructor in
Philosophy; Joseph Link, Jr.,
chairman of the Department of
Economics; and William H. Bocklage, News Bureau Director.

by hanging out
·
Fred Newbill
the club sign
(the initials ROT) in some conspicuous place-near the dean's
announcements for instance.
Well, as it turned out, the dean
has a better sense of humor than
I have organizing ability, for nothing has been done py either
side. I don't know what the
dean's excuse is, but I have been
held back by grief and wearines!,
the latter induced by many long
nights at the aquarium sitting up
with sick turtles, and the former
by the fact that some died anyway. You see, there is an item
in Turtox Service Leaflet No. 23
which reads, " ... turtles sometilnes go on long hunger strikes
· . · at these times, it is better to
give them a chance to hibernate
in a cool place."
Council
This year's student council may
have had shortcomings, but it did
institute something very good,
namely, small informal dances

Your Best Thinking's Done
When You Think Refreshed

~iclret!

111,A~S

et vo"/111doo-

on next year's travel
Get a "COLLEGE SPECIAL" Ticket
next Fall. It gives you the ad vantages
of a regular reduced fare round-trip
ticket. PLUS 10-day transit limits
permitting stopovers in each direction. PLUS a time limit long enough
to cover the Fall term or both semesters. In other words, the ticket
that brings you back.to the campus
takes you HOME for Christmas •.•
with savings both ways! 'Your railroad ticket agent at home will have
"COLLEGE SPECIALS" for students and teachers from August 15
to October 15.

For a .Time and
Money-Savi~g Trip

6obytrain
IT'S CONVENIENTCOMFORTAILE-SAFI

HOLIDAY
IOTILED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMl'ANY IY

THE COCA-COLA BOTfLJNG WORKS COMPANY
@ 1949, Tho Coca-Cola Comuuny

\

Go HOME by TRAIN • ', • there's
relaxing comfort and plenty of
room to roam about in pleasant
surroundings in today's air cooled
trains.'You'll meet pleasant people
. on the way. And don't forget, you
can check 150 lbs. of luggage FREE .
in baggage service on your RAIL

\

because of ill health.
The guests will also be addressed by Paul Thiemann, retiring band president, and the
new band pre7ident elect.
The members of the band who
merited letters for the year will
receive them at the banquet-'and
special seniors awards will go to
Jack Workman, Clarence Koehn, {"
Joseph Tenoever, Fred Keller- .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _iiilriMiiiiiilill•lllliiliiliiiiiii'*
man· and Thomas Rusch.

No classes will be held on
Thursday, May 26, because of
Ascension Thursday, a Holy
Day of Obligation.

on your ·way home
0

.....

Conservatory Teacher To Address
Band Me1nhers At Banquet May 22
Members of the Xavier Band
and friends will assemble in
Union Hall Sunday, May 22, at
6: 30 p.m., for a banquet given by
the Very Reverend Celestin J.
Steiner, S.J., president of the University, as as special tribute for
their fine efforts and accomplishments this year.
Al Stephan will be master of
ceremonies and Mr. Merrill B.
Van Pelt, head of Instrumental
Music division for · Cincinnati
Board of Education and head of
Instrumental Music education at
Conservatory of Music, will be
on hand as guest speaker.
Pelt was for 19 years director
of the University of Cincinnati
Band but was forced to retire

'
a f r·e r football or basketball
games. Also by order of council,
Jim Charles sent a letter of suggestions ab 0 u t rehabilitating
South Hall to Fr. Steiner, which,
in the main, will be acted upon

IMERICAI
RAILROADS

'•

I
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XAVIER STEPS INTO FUTURE WITH FAR-REACHING PLANS

Shown above is the architect's visualization of Xavier University at the completion of the master plan
released this week. Going clockwise from the Union
Building are Elet Hall completed (proposed), Fieldhouse

with Natatorium attached (proposed), Armory, St. Barbara Hall, Memorial Auditorium (proposed), Mermaid
Tavern and Globe Theatre (proposed), undesignatecl
building (proposed), classroom building (proposed),

Xavier can hope to continue to be at the corner of Dana Ave. and
By Tirn Do1fJd
Believing that privately-con- a great school in the coming Victory Parkway.
trolled education has an import- years of our turbulent civilization
s. ENDOWMENT FOR SCHOLaot job in America today, and is by constantly looking upward. ARSHIPS. According to a policy
that Xavier University has for 118 The steps include:
set in 1946, one out of every three
years been performing an ·out1. ELET HALL NORTH WING. _dollars given to the University
standing public service, the ad- The temporary barracks erected is put into the scholarship fund.
ministration has been planning on Herald Ave. cannot be ex- The necessity for help to needy,
for some time ways in which Xa- pected to last for many years. To deserving students will be provier's program can be maintained make Xavier's services available portionately greater in the fuand improved in the years to to all who qualify for admission ture because· of the Honors A. B.
come. The results of this planning, the university must continue to course. As experience shows, talthe way in which Xavier can do provide housing for 500 students. ented boys do not always come
a bigger job than ever before in
2. CLASSROOM BUILDING. from families of means. For .this
its history, the means by which Classroom space was originally reason and because only 4% of
the distinctive purposes of Jesuit designed for a maximum of 700 the student body can be helped
education can be most fully students. It is now used by
1800. witl,1 the existing fund, a great
realized were released this week Further, the' special rooms needed
need exists for funds to help
by the office of the president in in a modern university, , audio- those who can profit by education
a brochure entitled Xavie1· Steps
but cannot provide, by themvisual aids rooms, seminar and
into the Future.
consultation rooms are totally selves, the means to that educaThe booklet, including t h e lacking. In 1926 six temporary tion.
architect's visualization of the classrooms were built jnto space
6. PHYSICAL S CI E NC E s
campus at the completion of the planned for library stack-rooms. BUILDING. A dual building, one
program, contains a message from Today these are the most used wing devoted -to chemistry, and
the president on the need and classrooms in the entire plant. To one to physics, this structure will
purpose of the expansion, five be located n<,?rth of Albers Hall. replace North Hall and enable the
drawings of projected buildings
school to turn more space in
3. MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
with a short message on the need
Science and Albers Halls over to
for the particular project, two AND STUDENT UNION. This
long
needed
phase
of
the
plan
classrooms and administration. It
sketches and messages on addi. tions to already existing build- will include an auditorium with would also make it possible to
ings, a summary of the need for a seating capacity of 1200 ; mod- expand the course offerings in
scholarships and faculty chairs, ern stage equipment and motion electronics and advanced physics.
and, included in one phase, five picture projection equipment; To be located east of Hinkle Hall
improvements necessary in the conference and social halls, on on the present site of the temporthe lower level, a noo'n-day·cafe- ary barracks.
way of equipment.
7. ENDOWMENT FOR FACNo time limit has been placed teria and snack-bar, game rooms,
offices
for
the
'News,
annual,
ULTY
CHAIRS. To hold its exori this·-ambitious program, which
when completed will go far to Athenaeum and other student ac- cellent faculty and to engage
making Xavier one of the fore- tivities, band, glee club and or- others who show promise, Xavier
most privately-controiled univer- chestra rehearsing rooms, lounges must match the salary 'scales ofsities in the country. However, and smoking.. rooms. This building fered by other institutions for topsince many of the structures will will replace South Hall and place notch personnel. Security, tenure
r e p 1a c e temportary buildings, all co-curricular activities in one and a fair compensation are the
such as South and North Halls, central location. To be located on minimum advantages that Xavier
now filling vital n.e,ds on the Victory Parkway at the north end must offer to faculty members.
Without endowment this will not
campus, it is urgent that some of of the present parking _lot.
the buildings be erected shortly. . 4. CHAPEL OF ST. ROBERT be possible.
8. NATATORIUM AND STUIn plotting Xavier's Ten Steps BELLARMINE. This structure,
into the Future the planners kept designed in modern Gothic, will DENT HEALTH CENTER. The
in mind ~Xavier's academic pro- replace the present chapel which immediate needs of the rapidly
gram, her determined fi'eld of holds only 300; The P,l'esent space growing health center include an
concentration, and her belief that is badly needed by· the rapidly infirmary for av.er night segregathe best education in the best expanding library. The new build- tion in case of the illness of a
surroundings should be offered to ing will have a seating capacity resident student, proper offices
the 1youth of the city and the na- of 800, side chapels dedicated to and treatment rooms for the four
St. Frapcis Xavier, St. Therese of staff doctors, physical therapy
tion.
The steps are broad, the ambi- Lisieux and the Jesuit Martyrs rooms, and storage rooms. This
tions lofty, but the only way that of N:orth America. To be located building will also house the

Albers Hall, Hinkle Hall; directly behind Hinkle Hall
is the chemistry and physics building (proposed),
Library Builcling, Science llall and the Chapel of St.
Rollert Bellarmfne (proposed). ·

swimming pool, a training facility for students majoring in physical education and a popular type
of activity for the entire student
body. In order to keep the health
"center close to the athletic department for the treatment of cuts and
bruises incurred on. the· playing
field this building is projected
for the area east of the Fieldhouse.
9. GLOBE THEATRE. AND
MERMAID TAVERN. The excellent work done by students in the
study of Shakespeare and other
Elizabethan playwrights would
be furthered by the erection of a
Globe Theatre, replica of the
famous Shakesperian show-house,
and a Mermaid Tavern modelled
after the literary gathering place
in London's Bread Street. A
showplace, a workshop and the
scene of a yearly cycle of Shakespeare plays pi·esented by the student body, this building would
be placed alongside the new auditorium (Step 3) in order to take
advantage of the dressing rooms,
workshops and property storage
rooms.
10. EQUIPMENT F 0 R PRESENT BUILDINGS. Certain necessary improvements are often
shelved because the university
cannot find the means to finance
them out of current funds: Those
which the administration now

recognizes as immediate needs
and have included in the last step
of Xavier's 10 Steps are: a) a library stack room to house the
many volumes in the library now
boxed and unavailable due to a
lack of space; b) a faculty lounge
to do away with the two present
offices, former classrooms, which
the faculty must use for all essential work, study and consultation; c) improvements in the
seismological observatory a r e
needed to keep pace with the
advances in the design and ,operation of the seismograph and the
research in other phases of
geophysics; d) the electronics
laboratory will also be forced to
keep up with the rapid strides
being made in this field of physics by purchasinft, as the need
arises, instruments, gauges, testing equipment and supplies; e)
the audio-visual techniques of
modern education are being used
more and more by all departments of the university. An
equipped room, sound-proofed,
with play backs,' recording machines and moving picture equipment will be needed .
This, then, is the visualization
of Xavier as it will be at some
future date-an expression in
brick and mortar of a great tradition, a great present and a
greater future.
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THE MUSI£ BOX
For Delicious Food and cocktails
in a charming, intimate and sophisticated atmosphere.
MJtsic to relax you. Cocktails
that satisfy till 1:00 A.M.
Saturday, _, 2:00 A.M.
f'OfJNTAIN

SQIJARE ROTE£

Robert Cordray, Mgr.
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Athletes· Rise And Fall
In ·Year ·Of Thrilling
Sports On All Fields

XAVIER SPORTS

Liber Mac Star
Performances Were Coinnton.
• '
'

Xavier's i·esurgent. baseball
team avenged a previous defeat
at the hlmds of Cincinnati Tuesday when it defeated the Bear:
cats, 4-3 •. on the UC dia?1ond .. It
was Xavier'~ secoi;id str~ight victory and third wm agamst four
losses.
Xavier once again scored in the
ninth inning to win as Jim Mason
singled home Don Ruberg with
the winning run. Norb Burske
scattered eight hits in claiming
his first victOl'.Y of the season.
Innings
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R.H.E.
Cincinnati OO OOO 1 0 1 1 3 8 3
.
Xavier
OOOO O2 0 0 2 4 10 1
Batteries-Burske and Courtney,
H
(9) w
· ker and
armon
;
annama
Koogler.
-------

INTRAMURALS GO WELL;
VOLLEYBALL- ONLY BLOT

Blue Nine Edges
Cinchmati In
Sum1nary Of Seasons Show . That Outstanding Return Game
By Jude Hal•
Wi th that rhythmic swing of his, Old Man Time keeps
whittling days away, and his famed scythe has chopped
enough off the '49 calendar to make the school year's curtain
.

.

call m~mment.
.
.
When study days are over, inter-collegiate sport hostilities also call a truce, and a roll
back of the period reveals both
sweet and sour memories for the
Xavier sport follower. It was a
term of "in betweenism" in XU
athletics with s o m e prestige
gained and very little lost.

Cincinnati Gardens, Feb. 24· For
36 minutes, the Cats' claws were
effe.ctively trimmed by the magnificent pruning masters in the
X lineup, but the Wildcats caught
fire with the clock ticking out
and burnt the streamer banners
City Championship
Muskies fans were pre-reading
The football squad was the with 4 minutes left.
fl"·st to str1"ke out for a bit of ren~wn and Kluska's eleven wound
Another stirring rendition of
out their season with 4 wins and the hoop spoi:t at its finest, but
6 losses. They scaled the heights this time in the black ink section
of the ledger, was the Cincinnati
Oct. 2 when they captured a five encounter Feb. 5. McMullen and
reel thriller from Cincinnati, 137. Most X rooters lived for that Hoffer bowed long and low after
one and all were glad they lasted that battle and the senior-soph
to boast about the 60 jolting min- duet · harmonized perfectly as
utes. UC was the hot choice for Hirt's quintet steamed past
the hometown championship, but "eighth in the nation" Cincy by
the press notices weren't any a 71-64 count. _
Captain Mac Paces
more effective than the Cincy
Other appetizers on the record
backs agaia"st the spirited Muskie
forwards, and when chucking were victories over Louisville
Bob McQuade hit Jim Liber with and Long Island. Both were surthe winning tally, the Muskies prisingly easy as X posted hot
passed the crow around for the shooting percentages in revenging
experts to sink their teeth into. the earlier Louisville heart
For sheer scoring madness the breaker, and caging the famed
·
Louisville game was a matchless Claire Bee's Blackbirds.
C a p t a i n Malcolm McMullen
"humdinger." The Muskies racked up seven TD's and the Card- rounded out his collegiate basinals four in this pro-like night keteering by leading the point
producers, and Xavier fans will
game at the stadium.
not soon forget the effortless ease
Dayton Game Excellent
Another "piperoo" though lack- with which the agile pivot meshed
ing the scoring luster, was the his tallies.
Stardom also came to the sophDayton contest. Xavier slipped
""and squirmed through the mud omore swing shot wonder, Bill
for the best of the statistics, but Cady. There is always one word
the Flyers chalked up the only usable when others fall short and
marker and 15,000 fans sought that lone descriptive is "class".
Bill has an abundance of that.
solace in the crying towel.
/ Most of the individual spotSpring Swings In
lighting focused on Jim Liber,
After the dribble and shoot
who cavorted in unexcelled ele- sport was chauffered to the grave
gance game after game. A de- yard, the spring athletes started
pendable _target for McQuade's plying their trades whether in
tosses and the finest Blue and baseball, tennis, golf, or track.
White yardage eater since Mu- Lacking the support and enthustryn, darting J:im hit paydirt iasm that the winter teams comnumerous necessary times to pile mand, the X spring outfits are
up a yards-per-carry average doing a little less than holding
worthy of note. ·
their .. own. Each squad has at
Another oft praised, certainly least one bright spot however,
deserving gentleman was Jim and for the diamondeers it's Bill
DeFranco. The spirited, stocky, H9ffer. His long range and timely
Steubenville snagger merited an pokes might well result in bonusAll-Ohio flank post and mention full beckoning from the boys in
in the national poll that deter- the big show.
mined lineman of the week honThe track stalwart is Ben Alors.
len, a nifty dashman, who regisHoop Replaces Gridiron
ters what few points the cinder
Four seniors, Co-Captain Bob treaders total. Eligibility rulings
Conway, John Picciano, Howie considerably dampened C o a c h
Tolbert, and C a r o 1 Helmers, Tilton's' hopes for a successful
turned in their grid tack for the campaign. "
Frank Milostan and captain
final time after the Marshall
game.
Jerry Fagel are the tennis thumpConway's oratory at the ban- er's big wigs, both of whom have
quet highlighted the chicken vs. paced the Jeffre forces to date.
Ray Baldwin's link stormers
fork tussle and his sincere, gratitude speech nearly matched his have been faring better than.their
sparkling football performances cohorts and this· record. is due
of the past several seasons.
mostly to the consistentcy of the
Football then went into the entire squad. Capt. .Jim Pater,
storage vault and basketball took Mal McMullen, and Larry Meuthover for its long siege of being ing, have been blasting around
center front, in the endless par- the circuits in the 70's and anyone
ade of sport activity. In the big of them is capable of medalists
ones, Lew Hirt's crew measured honors.
right up with the best and the
That completes our retrospecttally sheet recorded 16 orchid de- ing of facts and persons · that
manding performances and 10 of highlighted t h e Xavier sport
the other variety.
scene in the past nine months.
Strangely, the Musketeers Now with a hopeful glance togreatest showing was in a losing ward the next seasons, the chapstruggle. The reference of course, ter is closed on Musketeer Athis to the Kentucky clash at the letics '48-'49.

Golfer•s Ottlstroke
UC; Netmen LOSe

Xavier's golf team turned in its
first victory over UC in three
outings yesterday when they
posted a 11-10 win. However the
crosstown riv_als evened _the count
as their tennis teams shut out the
Big Blue racqueteers 7-0.
In the golf match played at
Hyde Park country club Danny
Dell was medalist with a 73,
while Bill Mcintosh was low for
UC with a 74.
Our net-men failed to take a
match on their home courts as
they fell to their seventh loss as
against one win.

CAPTAIN

.

Captaincy of a golf team is nothing new to Jim Pater, a senior,
who is leading this year's edition
of Xavier University's linksters
into the battles of the fairways.
Jim is a Cincinnati boy, graduated from St. Xavier high school
in 1944, where he also captained
the greensmen in his final year.
An apt student of the quicksmile, good-word school, "Pate"
is well liked immediately by all
who come in contact with him.
He is a better than average
pupil, a hard worker and 'a good,
heady golfe1·. Nothing seems to
excite or "rile" him, and a gentleman all the way, from the letter "g" to the final "n".
Barring some foul quirk of
fate, the 21-year-old army veteran will graduate in June with a
Bachelor of Philosophy degree.
Since Jim is no different than
the captains of all other athletic
teams (they all want their squads
to have a winning season under
them) his greatest desire at the
moment is that .the Musketeer
linksmen conquer one more opponent before the close of the
campaign.

-- . ---------------·__

{

.
By Ray Sulli.,nn
With the school year drawing to· a close and the intramural program in its final sta_ges, it is time to reminisce and
take a quick look at the year's intra-collegiate sports.
· Bill Feldhaus, director of physical :education and head
of intramurals, started the ball rolling with the inauguration
of the basketball leagues. Three
leagues were formed and new
equipment was purchased and
jerseys were provided for each
team. Officiating was of top caliber as Tom Ballaban, Murry
Brown, and John Picciano were
in charge of this department. The
basketball league ended February 28, as the "Louisville Turtles"
captured the crown by defeating
the Twinkle Toes. The play-offs
in the basketball league proved
to have more upsets than the National Invitational. B o th the
"Turtles" and the "Twinks" finished in second place in their respective leagues, but due to their
brilliant play in the play offs
both emerged victorious and met
in the finals. This game was
played as a preliminary to the
Dayton-Xavier game.

Cinderfellas
Score First
Win Of Season

T h e Musketeer track team
scored its first victory in four
starts Tuesday', defeating Wilmington, 64-58, at Walnut Hills
high school field. Ben Allen was
Xavier's· outstanding performer,
taking firsi places in the 100 yd.
dash, the 220 yd. dash and the .
broadjump. The cinder squad will
close its season Friday w·ith a
dual meet at Dayton.
Other members of the squad
who captured first places were
Frank Shields in the mile, Lou
Mastropaolo in the two mile,
Captain John Leugers in the 880,
Too Many Forfeits
Immediately following the bas- Joe Vormohr in the shotput, and
ketball · season, t h e volleyball Joe Hess in the discus.
league were started. This proved
to be the big mistake of the intramural program. The reason for
th~ mistake was the lack of support on the part of the teams entered. Many teams missed so
many games at the start that they
The Musketeer linksmen, who
just gave up and turned the so far this season have compiled
league into a private league for a somewhat mediocre record of
the ambitious athletes. The play two victories and five defeats;
of the few interested teams was will have to be "on the ball" in
very good, and once again the the true sense of the phrase, . if
play-offs proved to be a stab in they have any hopes of ending
the back for the favorites. The the: '49 campaign with a fiftyTwinkle Toes, who nearly walked fifty average.
off with the basketball crown,
First hurdle in this ".500" race,
were the victims of the upset. The is the Marshall College six, whom
Jumping Jacks, composed of many the X-men meet Friday at HuntXavier varsity athletes, proved ington, West Virginia. On Monto be a bit too much for the day, the Blue Boys are back here
"Twinks" and carried off the net in Cincinnati for a return en,honors.
gagement with the Eastern Kentucky team, and on next Friday,
Still In Progress
Other,. events, such as the ping they weild their not-quite-potent
pong tourney, and the softball sticks against the Dayton Unileague are still in progress and versity aggregation in the seaseem to have plenty of enthus- son's finale.
This last match promises to be
iasm, especially the s o f t b a 11
the toughest of the three, since
league.
the Flyer squad was beaten only
That covers the recap of intra- by the Ohio State B~ckeyes in
mural sports. All in all, the intra- the Ohio Collegiate Golf Tournamural program was a success and ment last Monday.
promises to be even bigger and
And while Dayton was placing
better next year.
second in the State play-offs, the
Blue Batallion was winning its
Basketball Drills End second match of the present session, downing the Eastern KenWith Intrasquad Game tucky sextet 161/.i to lOlf.1. Larry
Basketball drills ended today Muething was the big gun for
for about a dozen members ot Xavier as he carded a nifty twothis ~ar's varsity and freshman over-par 74 for the eighteen
teams. Coach Lew Hirt officially holes. Red-headed Vince Bamber
closed the two weeks spring was right behind him ·with 75,
loosening period this afternoon and Mal McMullen, definitely off ·
by dividing the squad in half and his usual game, shot 77.
presenting an intrasquad game
Other Xavier scores; Captain
for members of the press and Jim Pater 78, George Evans 79,
radio.
and Terry Dean 82.

Golfers Face Big
Job In Trying For
Even Split On Year·

----------------------------

THIS WEEK IN XAVIER. SPORTS

A total of 10 events, five of which are baseball games, will bring
down. the curtain on the Xavier spring sport performance this week. ·
Fri.,
May 20 ........ Marshall ........................... Baseball ....................There
Fri.,
May 20........Marshall ............................Golf ............................There
Fri.,
May 20........ Marshall ............................Tennis ........................There
Fri.,
May 20........Dayton ..............................Track ........................There
Sat.,
May 21 ........Dayton ..............................Baseball ....................Here
Mon., May 23 ........Dayton ..............................Baseball ....................Here
Tues., May 2t ........Louisville ....................... Baseball ....................Here
Thurs., May 26........Eastern Kentucky ........Baseball ....................Here
Fri.,
May_ 27 ........Eastern- Kentucky ........Golf ............................Here
Sat.,
May 28........0hlo U ......................;.....Golf ............................Here
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MUSKETEER NET TEAM
LOWERS CURTAIN FRIDAY

Team Closes
Season Fi-iday

Keefe

0 M M E N TS

RACQUET MEN MEET
HERD IN FINALS

~~~'"'"~'~"'~~"" Musketeer Thinclads

Al.ong about this time each year, members of the sports staffs
of various college newspapers drop everything and begin to do two
things. 1) Recollect the sports happenings of the past year and 2)
look into the future and see what the next year holds for that college's athletes.
,. ,. ,. ,. •
With the reminiscing half of this tradition safely in the hands
of Jude Hils, we would like to try to peek into the coming year and
see what 1949-50 holds for the Musketeers. Fortunately, we do not
have to assume the almost automatic pessimistic attitude with which
coaches look to the coming season so we can safely crystalball our
opinions while the mentors can only crystalbawl their doubts about
'· the future campaigns,
,. ,. • • •

Coach Ed Kluska and his football team ought to produce the
finest gridiron campaign next year that Xavier has seen since the
days of Chet Mutryn. With a wealth of returning varsity men and
a bumper crop of talented youngsters from the fine frosh team, the
Pennsylvania Worrier will be able to face the toughest schedule in
Xavier's history with some confidence. With a year of working together under their belts, the football team should win at least seven
and possibly eight games.
The freshma~ team will also continue to grow in stature and
reputation and once_ again will come through with an A-1 season.
'

• • • • •

The basketball team, under the direction of amiable Lew Birt,
will also enjoy its most successful season under the Hamilton giant.
With only one man graduating from the varsity and at least five or
six great prospects up fr~m the frosh team, the llirtsters can't lose
••• at least many. With the athletic department dreaming up a
tougher schedule for the basketeers, losses will naturally come but
not with the annoying regularity of last year. All in all, we would
not be surprised if the Musketeers lost only five games next year
and climbed··to their highest national rating yet.
One again, Ned Wulk's freshman team will follow suit with the
varsity and will maintain the excellent quality that has marked the
frosh squads of the last two seasons.

• • • • •

As for the spring sports teams .of next year, only one thing can
be said. Improvement will be shown as there is only one direction
in which the spring sports athletes can travel-UP.

.. ..
"'

On witnessing the intrasquad game of our crosstown rivals, the
University of Cincinnati, we noticed the same characteristics of football that marked Sig Gillman's Miami teams-offense and blocking.
The scampering of a score of fleet backs and the murderous downfield blocking that has come to be a Gillman trademark are now
installed at UC and will severely dampen Xavier's chances to make
it two straight football victories over the Bearcats.

. . . . "'

Si Stayman, UC sprint ace, should pace their halfbacks next
year if he can remain in one piece. While being able to outrun just
about everybody on the field, Si must be given a start or he goes
nowhere. His susceptibility to injury may also hamper the Troy,
Ohio youngster when he is forced to play a game every weekend.
"' "' ...
"'
The athletic conference of which Xavier may become a member
is going to try to work informally with each other before actually
banding together as a official group. All of which indicates that
Xavier will be conference free for at least three years and possibly
forever.

.

INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL
BEGINS AFTER DELAYS
LOADS OF POWER
SHOWN IN OPENER The intramural softball league
season finally opened last Thursday evening after complications
were overcome by Director Bill
Feldhaus. Two games are being
played each evening, with .the
first one beginning at 6 o'clock
and the final one at 7 o'clock.
No Pitching Duels

up with the players.
The time limit is imposed on
the teams playing in the first
game so as to give the following
teams a charice to play. The game
which begins at 6: 00 o'clock is
called after one hour of play so
the other game can get underway
at 7: 00.
Bks. 7 fodeited a scheduled
game with Bks. 9 to wind up the
9pening week of games.

T

. O

By Frank Sommerlcamp

Face Dayton Again
By Jack Schf'.oeder

Xavier's Big Blue cindermen
close out their disastrous 1949
track campaign this afternoon
when they play host to the Dayton University Flyers.
.
This will be the second meeting of the two schools this year
on the cinderpaths, the first time
being at Oxford, Ohio, where the
Miami Redskins won out in a
tl"iangular affair, with the Daytonians "placing" and X "showing" in the race for points.
UC Takes X
In a dual meet last Saturday
afternoon, the University of Cincinnati, winning 12 of 14 firsts,
crushed the Musketeers, 90 2/3
to 31 1/3. It was the first win of
the season for the Bearcats, who
previously had lost four straight
meets.
The Red and Black was paced
by Ray Wheeler, (no relation to
Dr. Wheeler of the English Department) who took initial spots
in both the high jump and the
broad jump.
Xavier's two firsts were won
by Ben Allen, who covered the
100-yards in 10.1 seconds, and
Joe Hess, whose discus heave of
127 feet was the best for the day.

MUSKIE RALLY
FOR FIVE LATE
RUNS, WIN 6-5

It's been a mighty trying season fQr the Xavier tennis team
as it copped only one match and
dropped six others. ·
One more loss was a miserable
7-0 defeat administered by the
U.C. racquet boys. Frank Milostan and Jerry Fagel, the team's
most consistent winners, went
down 6-0, 6-1 and 6-0, 6-3 respectively.
Although not quite recuperated
from the Bearcat drubbing, the
little Blue played host to the
Kentucky netters 2 days later
and dropped a 6-1 match. In this
encounter, Frank Milostan .was
the only Musketeer man equipped with a "winnerized" racquet
as he outlasted U.K.'s Ed. Rayle,
6-4 and 6-1.
Last Monday, Coach . Jeffre's
aggregation took off for Louisville. After the -smoke cleared
around the Bluegrass city, the
x.u. team was on the short end
of a 5 to 2 match.
However, with one niatch left
there's still hopes of winning just
one more game. The tennis sea-

son will terminate on Friday
when XU treks to West Virginia
for a match with Marshall. In
their last meeting, Marshall just
did garner a 4 to 3 victory.
SUMMARIES:
XU-UC
SINGLES: Charles Thomas defeated Frank Milostan, 6-0, 6-1.
Norm Appel (C) defeated Jerry
Fagel, 6-0, 6-3. Bob Kiefer (C)
defeated Dick Berning, 6-0, 6-2.
Pete Conway (C) defeated John
Krisco, 6-0, 6-3. Bill Anderson
(C) defeated Charles Wobbe, 6-1,
6-3.
DOUBLES: Thomas and Anderson defeated Milostan and Fagel,
6-1, and 6-4. Berning and Wilke
lost to Kiefer and Conway, 6-1,
and 6-1.
,-XU-UK
Milostan defeated
SINGLES:
Rayle, 6-4, 6-1. Tatum (K) defeated Fagel, 6-3, 6-2. Holland
(K) defeated Berning, 6-4, 6-3.
Eppley (K) defeated Wilke 6-2,
3-6, 6-2. Moore (K) defeated
Krisco, 6-2, 6-3.
DOUBLES: Rayle and Holland
(K) defeated Milostan and Berning 6-3 and 10-8. Tatum and Eppley defeated Fagel and Wobbe,
6-3, 6-2.

Mahley & Carew
Store Hours: 10 O'Clock to 5:30 P. M.
Every Day of. the Week

On May Hfth, the baseball team
travelled to Richmond, Ky., and
with the help of catcher Tom
Courtney's single in .the . ninth
won out over Eastern Kentucky
by the score of 6 to 5.
Don Ruberg pitched for the
Blue giving up thirteen scattered
hits while knocking out a home
run in the ninth to start off the
rally that won the game. Mason,
Stenger, Benjamin and Deiters
each collected two hits apiece off
Giltner, Eastern's pitcher.
Homer Ignites Rally ·
After Ruberg hit for the circuit in the last frame, the team
was inspired and picked up four
runs to go ahead. Ellert walked
with one out, Hoffer singled,
Stenger flied out, scoring Ellert.
Benjamin and D e it er s then
walked loading the bases, Scherpenberg singled sending in two
runs, ·Courtney then dropped a
single down the third base line
scoring Deiters for the winning
run.
XavierKy.
East.

1 2 3 4 5 6 'I 8 9
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 5
1 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0

..

..,

/

R. H. E.
6
5

12 1
13 1

XAVIER's FAVOIUTB
BABBER
· JULIUS LOHR
3751 114'.ontgontery Road
3 Blocks Eut

ot

Campus

Games ·played to date have
shown that seve1·al teams have
/
!!11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!!
plenty of power at the plate.
5
·
.§
Bks. 14 opened with a 10 to 6
5
5
victory over the Cards. Tom Link NEW
§
hul'led for tbe winners and was ·xavier's freshman baseball 5
in control of the contest most of team made- its first start a los- §
ENGLAND
5
the way.
.i
ing one Tuesday by dropping a §
Bks. 16 was swamped by a 10 6-3 decision to Villa Madonna. 5
HAT
5
to 3 count bY Marion Hall as Shortstop Johnny Jones paced §
§
Fitzpatrick held the losers to two· the frosh with three singles in 5
MANUFACTURING 5
hits. The Marion Hall pitcher al- three trips to the plate.
COMPANY
5
· sO helped his own cause with a
The freshman team will meet 5
home run. O'Dea also smashed Dayton's yearling diamond squad 5
§
a four-bagger for Marion Hall.
next Tuesday in Cincinnati.
5

VILLA MADONNA
DOWNS X FR.OSH S

S
E

E
E

No Hit Game
Elet Hall I and the MathPhysics Club teams were forced
to settle their dispute with a 2 to
2 tie. Kram had a no-hit game
going when the:time limit caught
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118 East Sixth Street

=
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Boser Sult•

NO BELT, NO BUTTONS, NO BOTHER for
the boy who wears a "Kaynee" or "Jack Tar"
boxer wash suit. Fly-front shorts are cotton
twill or poplin with long-life elastic at waist.
Short-sleeve shirts are knitted of fine combed
cotton with wide or narrow stripes.

Sizes 6 to

12--------,1.98

Innings
1 2 3 4 5 6 .7 8 9 R.H.E. :
==_==-X. Frosh
OO2 OOOO1 O 3 6 7
Cincinnati, Ohio
V. Mad'na 2 0 0 3 0 10 0 x 6 7 8 5
Ba t t er i es-Gibbons, Schaeffer
CONRAD FOCHT, Sr.,
5
(6) and Grilliot, Brown (6); §
Proprietor
:
Schultz, Nienamer (4) _and Cady. li11111HlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHB .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ __.
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Appointments
Nan1ed By Link

. Moser Brings~ Down - Curtain •••

,/

..

,~

(Continued from Page 1)
hand" man for the three editors
preceding him. Early last year he
received his original appointment
as managing editor..
Bunning has also been active
in many other campus organizaBy .41 Mo1er
tions, and ·ranks high scholastically, achievements which brought
his acceptance into Alpha Sigma
Just a brief glance backward and a quick look into the summer, Nu, national.Jesuit honor society,
and we'll call it "Curtains :Oown" for this entertainment season. A early. this month. He was elected
vice president of that group at
look into the immediate past· shows a pretty full and varied season.
For those who were interested, there's been top music makers, both the time. During this year the
at concerts and dance halls. We got probably our last look at Stan Carrolton, Ky. resident was also
Kenton and his makers of Progressive Jazz. As. many of you un- make-up editor of the Xavier
yearbook, the MusketeeT '49e1',
doubtedly know, Kenton is retiring from music and studying
psychiatry. We saw the original Bopper, Dizzy Gillespie; Duke El- and appeared in both of the
Masque Society's productions.
lington payed his annual visit. In serious music, besides many
soloists both with the Symphony and the Artist Series, we had the
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
two top Symphony orchestras in the nation, the Boston and the New A. Bunning, Sr., the deserving
York Philharmonic. We had generous portions of ballet. Fifteen plays appointee resided in Southgate,
,. and musicals played at Cox and Taft. We'vfJ! had ice shows, water Ky., until several months ago
shows, radio broadcasts, a new sport to Cincinnati-hockey. It has and will live on-campus next
been a full season, and altogether a satisfying one.
year. He is an English major and
On campus our own entertainment groups acquitted themselves will be graduated next June.
nobly. The Masque Society, with its two plays, achieved superb arOnly four members of the curtistic results; the band had a brilliant season; and the Clef Club en- rent News staff will be lost by
joyed it usual wide acclaim.
graduation. They are Richard E.
As for the coming summer, if· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Henkel, the retiring editor-inyou have to stay in Cincinati, the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - chief, and John A. Waddell, who
best thing I can suggest is a lot of
XU ON Affi
was news editor for two years,
visits to Coney, Castle Farm, all WCP0-1250 on your dialTim Leahy; editorial writer and
the swimming pools, golf courses,
Sundays 10:15 a.m. EST Jim O'Brien, correspondent.
tennis courts, and ball diamonds WKRC-550 on your dialAll but a few of the staff will
you have time for. And at least
Saturdays 4.00 p.m. EST return to the same departments of
one look at the opera would be
the News in which they served
worth your while. I can't say
this year in accordance with
much on this score, because unProf. Link's - recommendations.
til last summer I had seen a total
Umltae
0
0
The returning members, and the
of two operas in my whole life.
departments to which they have
'But I found it not bad, and maybe 11 UCtlOll
been appointed, - are as follows:
after this summer, I'll be at least For•
Staff Correspondents: John Cade,
a mild opera lover. Happy VacaBill Parsley, Bill Lehman, Jim
tion.
The Alumnae Association will Schottelkotte, George Lampe,
hold their annual dinner for the J e r r y Massa, Jim Bechtold,
induction of new members Mon- George Resing, Tom Murphy,
day, June 13, at 6: 30 p.m., in the Charles Hogan, Gene Friedmann,
Rookwood Room at the Sinton Walter Vester, Al Moser, Al
Hotel.
Waddell, Joe Stine, John ConMisses Marie Zurlage and nelly; Sports Staff: Jude Hils,
Ray Sullivan, Jim Rasfeld, Frank
Students seeking Navy com- Alma M. Kruchten are co-chairmissions, either for active duty men of ·this -~ffair, assisted by Sommerkamp, George Jut z e,
or reserve, will be interviewed Misses Lucille Janke, Anna Mae Jack Schroeder.
Evening College Editor: Larry
this week, May 20, in Parlor 2, Blum, Mary Brinkmann, Kathryn
Barker;
Evening College Staff:
Luskey,
and
Flora
Behler.
Hinkle Hall all day, according to
Heading the events of the eve- Marilyn Hilvers, Harry Maley,
the Registar's office.
Lt. Commander N. F. Bockel- ning will be the election of three Pat Riley, Mary Nicholson, Jim
man of the Office of Naval pro- new members to the Board of Reynolds, Sue Fisher, Jo an
curement, who will conduct the Gover.oars for a term of three Gerke, Julie Geeks, Frank Ritter,
interviews, said there are several years. The board consists of nine Joanne O'Connell, Jean Halloran.
types of commissions available. members, with the three new Staff Photographers: Chief: Stan
Bulletin boards around the cam- members elected filling the posi- Keller; Dennis Cash, Pat Gleeson,
pus explain ·the several types tions held by the members whose Bob Schlanser.
term expires this year.
Cartoonists: Tom Gray, Tom
available.
Plans for the entertainment Costello, Clem Joerling. Business
and the securing of a guest Staff: Dan O'Donnell, Pat Klatte,
X Club Meets Monday, speaker are presently being Bob Schildmeyer, Ralph Hollworked out by the the committee. meyer.
Initiation Planned
The Varsity X Club will meet
Monday, May 23, at 1: 30 p.m. in
South Hall Auditorium. All athletes who made their first letter
this year must be present to gain
membership in the club, according to Carol Henners, chairman
of the committee in charge of initiations.
"
·
Initiations will run through
May 23, 24 and 25 and will be
climaxed by election of officers
on Wednesday, May 25. Bob Conway is the retiring president.
"AT YOUR

Al
I d

•

Faculty To Hold Picnic
At Ft. Scott Ca1np June 9

Plans for a faculty picnic to
be held Thursday, June 9, at
Scott camp have been completed
according to Rev. J. Peter Buschman, S.J.
The affair will be a family
basket picnic and will get under
way at 10 a.m. Various sports
events will be on .tap for the
faculty members in addition to
games for the children.
Other committee members include: William·· Sauter, William
Feldhaus, Joseph Link Jr., and
Frank Inserni.

n.

Su1nmer Enrolbnents
•t 0
500
T 0 H I.
Ver

Approximately 4 8 1 students
have so far ~een enrolled for the
summer session~ at the Evanston
cam~us, acco~dmg to Raymond
Fellmger, registrar.
Four new courses have been
added to. the curricu~m. These inelude: History of Ohio-Fr. Conry;
Analysis of financial Statements
-:+'vfr. Wenner; The Play produc'tion Workshop-Mr. Dial, and Mr.
Goetz; and Consumer EconomicsMr. Cissell.
The schedule is divided into
two sessions. The first, from June
20-July 29 (six weeks) and the
second, from Aug. 1-Sept. 2
(five weeks).

Masquers Elect
NeW Cl11. b Off.ICers
Louis A Bunning, Jr., Liberal
Arts Junior, was elected president of Masque Society for the
1949-50 year at a business meet:..
ing after the dinner party Saturday, May 14, at Maketewah country Club, according to Walter W.
Whalen, retiring president.
Other officers elected were
Ba~bara
Dillworth, vice-president, and Sue Fisher, secretarytreasurer.
Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.,
spiritual adviser of the society,
spoke briefly commending the
group for their work during the
past year, the 25th in the history
of the ·organization. Victor L.
bial, who completed his first
year as director, also spoke
thanking the group for what he
termed, "their splendid, unselfish
work."
Following the business meeting
a dance was held in the ballroom.
Victor Dial furnished music for
the evening.. Henry Liebel was iii
charge of entertainment
·
The Drug Store elosest to

Xavier Unlvenit1

The A.be Baumring
Pharmacy
EVANSTON

r----------------------------

T H Id
D•
Inner

New Members

Active, Reserve

·Navy Commissions

/ Ou Block May 20

Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubbers
- Galoshes
for men, women '
and. children.

·~~

\

SERVICEI"

/

Get Ready For A
Good Night's Sleep
Wear

FLEETWAY
PAJAMAS.
2.95 to4.95
· A light "Midnight Snack" aids .sound
sleep, so the doctor~ say. Equally important is freedom of movement for the body.
"FLEETWAY PAJAMAS with their patentprotected 3 way comfort system let a man
move as he wants in his sleep. No binding
or cramping anywhere. So "Tonight and·
Everynight" ... wear Fleetway Pajamas.
No More
STRAITJACKET

It's the slogan of your Gas & Electric Company. And it's

• Pajamas!

a slogan that means something, too. It means all the things

PLEETWAY

gas and electricity d_o for you in your home to make life
easier, more pleasant, more convenient. It also means you
get prompt, courteous service whenever you call that magic
number, _MAin 2000. Yes, every day in every way, your
Gas & Electric Company is "At Your Service."

THE CINCINNATI GAS 6 ELECTRIC COMPANY

·-·
m

patent-protected
palama feature under
the arm1, out of 1lght,
that end1 forever bind·
Ing of arm1 and che1t,

Men's Wear, First Floor

ALMS 6 DOEPKE
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EVE. COLLEGE PEEK

Gallivan tin'
By

]1tlie. Geeks

Summer Activities
Planned By . Club

A schedule of summer activiHERE AND THERE:-At the ties that will extend into August
was announced this week by the
CjlO formal, Del Cappel" and Lou Boosters Club following their
Grome, Jim and Eileen Siciliano, formal meeting last Sunday.
Social arrangements to be giv.Betty Bunker and Dan Bondick,
Frank Stano and ~~Lefty", Tom en will be the following: An all
Beischel and Erma Otte, Harold day picnic at Devou Park, Ky.,
Grome and Jean Wagner , •.Joe Sunday, June 12, a dinner and
dance at the Covington Athletic
Cleves was seen at St. Mary's Club, Wednesday, July 6, starting
at 7 p.m., and a swimming party
Prom . . . Elmer Mane \ surprised
.
everyone by his jitterbugging. and picnic at Meadowbrook, Sunday, August 2i". The club has arThat w-e'll have to see . . . The
ranged for a chartered bus to
Business Organization and Man- leave the Evening College at 11
agement class took an inspection a.m.
tour of the Times Star, while the
Publicity class attended the Home
Show at Music Hall . . . Paul
Frisch showed up for the wrong
class at the wrong place at the
wrong time . . . Results of the
recent bowling Headpin Tournament went like this: First prizes,
. Bob Borchers and Del Cappel;
second prizes, Lee Wimmers and
Pat Fisher; third prizes, Lou
Grome and Marcie Hepp. The
booby prizes went to· Jim Dugan
. and Elvira Grome .•• Rita Nordmeyer (who can't wait to get initiated into Kasimu come May 29),
has been trying to self everyone
a choral club ticket to theil: concert . . . Alberta Mentrup is still
boasting about that · new baby
brother . . . Ginny Huth, Loretta
Rolfes, and Rosemary Mueller
who are never satisfied doing
things the old way have invented
a new kind of ballgame that's
played with flashbulbs.

Boosters Sponsor
Farewell Dance
Final arrangements have been
completed for the F a re w e 11
Dance which will be held in the
fourth floor -.'Holiday House,''
Friday evening, June 3, according to Harold Grome, activities
chairman of the Boosters Club.
The affair, the last of the
school year, will feature the
music of Dick Clair and his orchestra. Prof. Joseph Link, and
Len Gartner, will team with Art
Volk to provide intermission entertainment.
Admission is 50 cents, dress is
informal. All students and their
friends are invited.

Thursday, May 19--Choral Club
Practice, South Hall, Evanston Campus, 8:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 21-Tennis Club
Meeting, 2:30 p.m.-Lunken
Airport
Sunday, May 22-Choral Club
Concert, South Hall, Evanston Campus, 8:15 p.m.
Monday, May 23-Final examinations begin.
Philosophy Club Meeting,
Downtown College, 'J :45 p.m.
Discussion Club M e e t I n g,
Downtown College, 9:15 p.m.
Tuesday, May 24--News ban·
quet, Hotel Alms.
Thursday, May 26-Ascension
Thursday-No classes
Friday, May 2'1-Final Examinations continue
_
Saturday, May 28-Tennis Club
Meeting, Lunken Alrport2:30 p.m.
Monday, May 30-No classes
Tuesday, May 31-Xavler' University Forum, Taft Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, June 1-Final Examinations
Thursday, June ~Final Examinations
Friday, June 3-F a r w e 11
Dance, Fourth Floor, Down·
town College, 8-12 p.m.

Choral Club To Feature Solos
By Soprano, Baritone Sunday
The annual Choral Club Concert, under the direction of
Miss Helen Gough, will be given in South Hall Sunday, May
22, at 8:15 p.m., featuring Miss Mildred Holtz and Arthur
Volek as soloists.
Miss Holtz, a new member of the group this year, will

sing the soprano solo in "As We
Part" by Ilgenfritz, 1"A Spirit
Flower" and Strange Music" by
Grieg. She studied privately with
Madam Kruse, formerly a concert
star and member of the faculty at
the Conservatory of Music. Miss
Holtz is well known in Cincinnati for her appearances at many
social functions.
Arthur Volek, a member of the
Club for the past four years, and
a faculty member of the Evening College, will sing the barito~e solo in three songs, "Clorinda", "The Blind Ploughman", and
"Land of Degradashun".
The concert will open with the
familiar "Alma Mater Xavier"
followed by a group of 16th Century religio~s songs presented by
the girls' Glee Club.
A violin obligato by Miss
Gough, accompanying the girls'
Glee Club to "The Snow"· by Elgan, will be featured.
Admission to the concert will
- - - - - - - - - - - - - be 50 cents. Tickets are available

e.

. ......... ..
.

... .
.

·.,\

Miss Mildred Holtz
at the Evening College office or
through members of the Club.
All ·students of the downtown
College and the Evanston Campus
are invited.

Kappa Sigma Mu To
Elect, Initiate May 29

Plans have been completed by
the committee for the initiation
of the new members of the Kappa Sigma Mu, known as : the
"Kasimu,'' to be held at the Fenwick Club, May 29.
The initiation activities will
begin at 1: 30 p.m., the annual
election of new officers of the
club at 5, and the banquet at 6.
There will be an informal dance
EC Parking Banned in the evening.
Last year's initiates form the
The Cincinnati Fire Department
has forbidden all parking in the committee for the. day's events
with Jack Flynn as the chairman
Evening College school yard.

Too I~portant To Forget The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN.DAIRY CO.
AV. 6480.·

2519 Vine Street

;·•,

;..

For Lilt a!.!I Lyrics -

singing "Johnny Get Your Girl"
(A'COLUMllA RECORD)

IM GLAD I
MADE THE 30·DAY
MILDNESS TEST,

DON. CAMELS
ARE GRAND!

IT~ CAMELS
WITH ME, TOO,
PAULA-FOR TASTE

AND MILDNESS!

e Paula Kelly, rave-fave vocalist
with the star rhythm group, "The
Modernaires", goes for rollicking
rhythm in a song. And for smoking
pleasure, Paula says: "It's Camels
., with me! I like their cool mildness
'and that rich Camel flavor."

In a recent coast·to-coast test of hundreds of men and
women who smoked Camels, and only Camels, for
30 days, noted throat specialists, making weekly ex·
aminations, reported

...

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE~ OF
THROAT IRRITATION due to

------

smoking'.

Cl/MttJ.I

S.plnti PAULA KELLY 1111 11111
Jeck" DON OTIS 1ane • CIMll1 I•

.......... .._.

...

I

\
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Xavier's Progre.ss During Past Degree List Sets
Record
• : d. By Ed•JlOr All-Time
SCh00I Year CIte
(Continued from Page
1).

(Continued from Page 1)
\;elves up in the air as the year the most part will participate in
steady patronage from a few of drew to a close. The Athenaeum their final event at Xavier, the
the more faithful.
turned up with a new and closer- C o m m e n c e m e n t exercises.
Mid-year and Lenten retreats knit editorial staff, but managed Promptly at 7:55 p.m. the academcontinued successfully as tradi- to publish only one volume as ic procession will wind its way to
tional helpmates, while the rous- this issue went to press. That the Fieldhouse where the Coming success of the second annual one alone was meritorious, how- mencement exercises will bgein.
May Day offset the Sodality's ever, and indications were that
Following the playing of the
earlier feeble functioning.
the second would outdo it. The Star Spangled Banner, John
student council Busy
49'er likewise emerged with an D'Arcy · Bourke, Chicago, Ill.,
By far the busiest and most improved editorial set-up, and its senior, and a graduate in Februharrassed co-curricular group list of personnel and plans aug- ary in Business Administration
was the Student Council, which ured well for the best yearbook will deliver the Valedictory adstuck to its guns through varying Xavier students ever toted home. dress.
The Very Rev. Monsignor Fredsieges from the outside. Fune- of a summer.
tioning under a new, untried
Elsewhere among the clubs the erick G. Hochwalt will be the
constitution and striving to lead Mermaid Tavern, the Philosophy Commencement speaker. Msgr.
thc;i. ipower of campus student Club, tfie Traditionists, Philope- Hochwalt, who is the Director
.government to new heights, dians, the Matb-Physics Club, of the Educational Department
Council met with both successes Chess Club, Heidelberg and Ac- of the National Catholic Welfare
and failures. It withstood an counting Clubs enjoyed thriving Conference, and Secretary Genamazing attack from freshmen on years. Notorious for their lapses eral of 'the National Catholic Edthe question of how long beanies were the Biology, the Interna- ucation Associat~on in Washingshould be worn, but was beaten tional Relations and Economics ton at the present time, is not a
into wiser ways after poor banal- Clubs. The Family Relations stranger to Cincinnati. He was
ing of their budget caused a near Club affected a noteworthy junc- formerly Chaplain of the Newman
financial collapse.
tion of Cincinnati's four Catholic Club at the University of Cin01 Council's three boards and colleges in its young sphere of cinnati, professor in the Teachers
College at the Athenaeum of
committees established under the e11deavor.
new constitution, the Social ComPerhaps the .most progressive Ohio, and Director of the Catholic
mittee · proved its mettle most groups allied to the University Youth Organizations in the Cinconvincingly. Until hit with the were the Alumni Association, the cinnati Archdiosce.
Junior Prom's stunning financial Dad's Club and the Musketeer
Xavier's President, the Very
loss, the leaders of Xavier's social Club, all of which launched am- Rev. Celestin·J. Steiner, S.J., will
life presented a pleasant variety bitious programs early in the then give his report.
Presentation of special awards
of dances and similar affairs. year and saw them through to
Only lack of general student co- suc~essful completion. The co- to meritorious students and the
operation prevented the com- operation manifested by th e conferring of degrees upon the
mittee from attaining a "great" Alumni and Student Council in grad_uates will follow.
label.
organizing a great Homecoming
Day was a milestone well worth
Council Boards
noting.
The Judicial Board turned in
commendable, and certainly eraNew Armory
udite, performance. While it had
Busting its many brass buttons
The Evening College racquet
its innings early iil the year, the over the new $200,000 Armory wielders will take to the courts
Athletic Board bogged down addition to its physical effects, Saturday, May 21, at the Lunken
badly during the second semester. ROTC operated with gusto from Airport playfield. Game time is
If remembered for anything in September through May, and its 2: 30 p.m. according to Larry
"the future, the Council will be lesser subdivisions, the Rifle Barker, club director.
marked as that which brought Club, Pershing Rifles, and XaThe club will meet every Satmost of Xavier's post-war prob- vier Order of Military Merit, urday until the close of school
lems in student government to a comported themselves in full ac- and thereafter one night a week.
head, and the solution to these cord with Xavier's goal of con- The evening will be decided on
problems, if and when produced, tributing as much as possible to at a later date.
will be found to have had their the nation's military defense poPlaying permits may be securbeginnings in the '48-49 legisla- tential. Another ROTC highlight ed for $5.00, · good for any city
was the switch of the unit from court day or night play.
tors.
Standing head and costume batallion to regimental status.
above their co-curricular brethThe presence of Charlie Hogan Chess Club Elects "Rip"
ern were the men and women of as national president of the
The Chess Club elected "Rip"
Xavier's revamped Masque So- NFCCS assured Xavier of a ma- Riordan for a second term as
ciety. Driven to a hot but ap- jor contribution to that body's president last Saturday, May 14,
predated pace by their new di- work, and the Federation's op- at the Cincinnati Chess Club.
rector, Victor L. Dial, the actors eration on the Xavier campus, Other officers elected were:
came up with two of the biggest although again confined to an Walter Stegeman, vice president,
successes of the year in· their energetic few, was assurance that and James Feldman, secretarypresentations of Song of Berna- the University is solidly behind treasurer.
dette and Mary of Scotland.
the movement to make the CathRoy Somhorst, outgoing treasCampus Committee
olic college students a force to urer, was presented with the
The Campus Committee, oper- be contended with in the na- prize for winning the intramural
ating full scale for the first year, tional scheme of things.
tournament.
gave promise of becoming a real
Student Apathy
power in · resident student life.
It must be admitted that
Carefully guarding the compact- NFCCS still failed to bring itself •
RECORDS
ness of Xavier's "family," the to the average student, that the •
dorm boys held regular social Student Relief Drive never did •
SHEET MUSIC
events and .accomplished a closer gather momentum, and that
unity toward their special inter- many other well-laid plans never •
GREETING CARDS
es ts.
No consolidation was necessary did become more than plans.
This indictment was tempered by
for the Clef Club, as that ambi- the obvious fact that NFCCS •
tious organization forged another planners met several unexpected •
big year for itself in the musical setbacks directly attributable to
34-36 E. Fifth St.
vein. On another side of the t h at nemesis of all campus
On Fountain Square
score and concert scene, Gil Mar- ganizations-student apathy.
inger's Band continued its emi- .:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;?;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
nent rise of the previous year with maserful marching performFor
ances during the football season
GOOD TASTE
and show-stealing entertainment
at hoop contests.
GOOD HEALTH
Led by two of the best organizers in that field that Xavier has
ever produced, Gene . Friermann
and Walt Vester, the Xavier
Presents radio program came up
with a . crackerjack series of
eight shows that brought out the
best in campus talent.
Publications
The News' other journalistic
colleagues, the Musketeer '49er
An Independent Since 1842
and the Athenaeum, left them-

Racqueteers Set
Meet F or Saturd ay

Math-Physics Club
Tours Observatory
The Math-Physics Club held its
monthly meeting at the Cincinnati
Astronomical Observatory as the
guests of Dr. Paul Herget, director, Thursday evening, May 5,
according to Rev. Victor Stechschulte, S.J.
The group toured the observatory under the direction of Dr.Hegert and observed the stat'S
and planets through the observatory's telescopes.
'The activities of the club for
the year were brought to a close
Sunday, . May 15, with a picnic
held in Sharon Woods. Plans are
being made for another to be
held sometime during the summer.

Sum1ner Activities Begin
June 5 For Vetarcus
The Vetarcus Club plans to get
its summer activities u n d c r
way Sunday, June 5, with a
picnic at Rapid Run Park, Price
Hill, according to Jack Morris,
chairman.
Ed McGee, president of the
club, announced that plans will
be made this summer to incorporate the Vetarcus Club, a
CSMC unit, with Xavier Evening College. At present the
members of the club ·consist almost entirely of Evening College
students.
'

Boa.-cl Suggests
Thirty Changes
(Continued from Page 1)
lication: "Most of the changes we
are recommending won't affect
the present council procedure at
all. The biggest job we have done
has been to straighten out the
·logic~l .~inks in the judicial
wording.
"As a good example, take the
very first change-at first glance
it looks like quite a ~departure
from the old constitution. We
~·ecom?1e~ded that the name
Cpnst~t~tlon of the Stud en t
?ounc:l .be changed to read
Constitution of . th.e , Student
Government Association. . Really
it's not much. As it stands, the
constitution includes the standing
boards and committees in the
Student Council. Actually, 1Jf
course, these boards arc independent of the council proper. So we
broadened the scope of the constitution by changing the title
and made the Student Council
the principal governing body of
the S.G.A. and put the boards
and committees in their proper
legal positions as subordinate
sections· of the whole Association.
"Most of the changes are of
this kind. I believe- we managed
to eliminate the inconsistencies
in the constitution and to clarify
the obscure passages so that
fut4re councils will have smoother sailing."

JOB FINDING COUNCIL
A professional service designed to help you in seeking your
first job. A proven vocational plan that assists in:
1. Determining a job objective
2. Analizing personel quaJifications and capacities

3. Presenting qualifications in marketable form through

applications for employment, occupational resumes,
brochures, personel interview 4. Developing 'job leads and contacts
5. Negotiating with prospective employers.

SCIENTIFIC PLACEMENT SYSTEM
ED RYAN, 318 KEITH BUILDING, MA. 8891
(not an employment agency)

SUMMER SPORT JACKETS
THE
CHAQUETA
A truly versatile jacket styled in
Latin America! Wear it inside or
out! Stitchless collar, side vents,

now $5.95

• •

SONG SHOP

,M-1&..

THE
\BANCHERO
Styled in Golden California this
··' soft gabardine sport jacket is
:,.\ tops! You can wear it every·:~A., where! Long pointed collar and
~jJ}ilow slung pockets. Bright summer
"''·''·'.'.;;,shades.

:

,.~~~,~~;~

"Where Styles Begin"
,.Northeast corner of Seventh
and Central Avenues.

now $5.95

·"1Htwt~····

/ CLOTH1"'4G, INC.

Clip this ad-It's worth $1.00 on any one purchase of $5.00 or more,

